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Is Production Engineering a good Career option?

I think Production Engineering is a great Career option. For me understanding Why I want to
choose a Career in Production Engineering is phenomenally more important than figuring out
How to get into Production Engineering. My research about a Career in Production
Engineering became a lot more meaningful when I found:
https://www.lifepage.in/career/20170416-0002/Science/Engineering - Production/Career-in-
Production-Engineering/hindi 

Narinder Kumar's perspective!

Narinder Kumar is an experienced professional with 13 years in Production Engineering.
Narinder Kumar has worked in Production Engineering as Deputy Manager in Minda
Industries. In Narinder Kumar's own words, this is how Narinder Kumar got into Production
Engineering: "I went to school in Delhi and then did a 3 year diploma in mechanical
engineering from the board of technical education. After which I did my B Tech from R V
University. I started working in 1994 with Minda Industries and continued with them till
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2007." 

Career Video on Production Engineering

In a video, Narinder Kumar has talked about various aspects of a Career in Production
Engineering. Narinder Kumar started by explaining Production Engineering as: "Production
Assembly Engineering is taking different parts and assembling them together using
various processes with the help of machineries and skilled man power in order to make
a final product as per the customer requirement." I watched the full video and I absolutely
loved it.

I found the video unique because it talked about Education in terms of things which can be
learnt from books, to excel at a Career in Production Engineering and not as a list of
Qualifications, which one needs to get into Production Engineering. Narinder Kumar touches
upon these in the Education section of the Video:

Material Properties
Jigs and Fixtures
Motion Study
Process Knowledge

This Career demands specific Skills which only an experienced professional can lay out.
Narinder Kumar then explains why these Skills are essential for a Career in Production
Engineering:

Product Knowledge and Specification
Manpower Planning
Risk Management
Personal Relationships
Systems Knowledge
Leadership

There are great positives of this Career.
Narinder Kumar believes that the following are some of the Positives of a Career in Production
Engineering:

Personal Growth
Immense Job Opportunities
Upto date with new technologies



Challenges are the other side of Positives and this Career is no exception.
And, Narinder Kumar believes that one needs to prepare for following Challenges of a Career
in Production Engineering:

IR/PR Issues
Unscheduled Working Hours
Fitness Required
Injury Risks

In the final section of the video Narinder Kumar talks about How a day goes in a Career in
Production Engineering. This video is by far the best video on a Career in Production
Engineering, that I have ever come across. To see the full Talk, one needs to install the
LifePage Career Talks App. Here is a direct deep link of the Video:
https://lifepage.app.link/20170416-0002 

Similar Career Talks on LifePage

I continued with my research on LifePage and thoroughly studied these links to gain more
perspective:

Career in Maintenance Engineering:
https://www.lifepage.in/career/20161218-0001/Science/Engineering -
Production/Career-in-Maintenance-Engineering/english

 

Career in Production Management:
https://www.lifepage.in/career/20180103-0002/Science/Engineering -
Production/Career-in-Production-Management/hindi

 

Career in Textile Technology:
https://www.lifepage.in/career/20171111-0008/Science/Engineering -
Production/Career-in-Textile-Technology/hindi

 

Career in Maintenance Engineering:
https://www.lifepage.in/career/20180112-0005/Science/Engineering -
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Production/Career-in-Maintenance-Engineering/english

 

Career Counseling 2.0

This disposition on a Career in Production Engineering was just the starting point of my
research on LifePage. Every Career Platform in the world talks about How to get into a Career
and LifePage starts first with Why you should choose a particular Career. It is an incredible
platform focussed on the right topic. Do have a look at: https://www.lifepage.in 
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